## Synonyms

### Grade 5 Vocabulary Worksheet

Write the word that best matches the clue.

| ___________ | difficult | ___________ | familiar |
| ___________ | delay | ___________ | legislator |
| ___________ | progress | ___________ | boat |
| ___________ | unluckily | ___________ | regular |
| ___________ | protesting | ___________ | compress |
| ___________ | dash | ___________ | strong |
| ___________ | various | ___________ | upright |
| ___________ | vanished | ___________ | fix |
| ___________ | fabric | ___________ | exact |
| ___________ | aroma | ___________ | analyze |

standard  unfortunately  squeeze  examine  precise  solve
powerful  unfortunately  sprint  textile  scent  absent
assorted  vertical  advance  complaining  politician  known
ark  complex
Write the word that best matches the clue.

- complex (difficult)
- adjourn (delay)
- advance (progress)
- unfortunately (unluckily)
- complaining (protesting)
- sprint (dash)
- assorted (various)
- absent (vanished)
- textile (fabric)
- scent (aroma)

- known (familiar)
- politician (legislator)
- ark (boat)
- standard (regular)
- squeeze (compress)
- powerful (strong)
- vertical (upright)
- solve (fix)
- examine (analyze)

standard, unfortunately, powerfully, assorted, textile, scent, solve, complex